The Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor (SHWS) spots upon which ocular aberration measurements depend have poor quality in mice due to light reflected from multiple retinal layers. We have designed and implemented a SHWS that can favor light from a specific retinal layer and measured monochromatic aberrations in 20 eyes from 10 anesthetized C57BL/6J mice. Using this instrument, we show that mice are myopic, not hyperopic as is frequently reported. We have also measured longitudinal chromatic aberration (LCA) of the mouse eye and found that it follows predictions of the water-filled schematic mouse eye. Results indicate that the optical quality of the mouse eye assessed by measurement of its aberrations is remarkably good, better for retinal imaging than the human eye. The dilated mouse eye has a much larger numerical aperture (NA) than that of the dilated human eye (0.5 NA vs. 0.2 NA), but it has a similar amount of root mean square (RMS) higher order aberrations compared to the dilated human eye. These measurements predict that adaptive optics based on this method of wavefront sensing will provide improvements in retinal image quality and potentially two times higher lateral resolution than that in the human eye. 
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Introduction
The mouse is frequently adopted as the model system for investigating the normal and diseased eye because it is inexpensive, reproduces and matures rapidly, and is amenable to genetic manipulations that are not yet possible in other mammals. Despite its widespread use in vision research, relatively little quantitative information is available about the optics of the mouse eye. A few schematic eyes for the mouse have been proposed [1, 2] . These incorporate the large spherical crystalline lens that fills most of the ocular volume and an axial length of about 3.3 mm, 8 times smaller than that of the human eye. Consistent with the mouse's nocturnal habit, its eye has a numerical aperture (NA) of about 0.49 when the pupil is fully dilated, about two times greater than that of the human eye. Knowledge of the optical aberrations of the mouse eye is important not only for understanding the visual capabilities of the mouse, but also because correcting these aberrations can improve the quality of in vivo images of the mouse retina. In vivo imaging offers the advantage over post mortem histology of tracking in individual animals developmental changes, disease progression, or the efficacy of therapy. This can reduce the number of animals required and the animal to animal variability inherent in constructing the dynamics of a process from different animals sacrificed at different time points. The optical aberrations of the mouse eye can be corrected with adaptive optics (AO), which has enabled diffraction-limited imaging of cellular and sub-cellular structures in the living human and primate eyes [3] [4] [5] [6] . Recently, a few pilot studies have demonstrated that some of the benefits of AO found in primates can be realized in rodent eyes [7] [8] [9] . However, most investigations that have attempted to measure the optical quality of the rodent eye have concluded either that it is poor or have encountered technical difficulties in measuring it. One study found very poor retinal image quality in both the rat and the mouse using the double pass method [10] . With the development of wavefront sensing, it is now possible to directly measure aberrations in rodent eyes. Irving et al. and Bird et al. showed distorted spots and qualitative wave aberration measurements in rat eyes using a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor (SHWS) [11, 12] . A recent study measured wave aberrations up to the 4th order Zernikes over a 1.5 mm pupil in the mouse eye, showing clearly more degraded Shack-Hartman spots than that of the typical human eye [13] .
Biss et al. found it difficult to measure the wavefront using back-scattered light due to very large wavefront sensor spots [7] . To avoid this poor spot quality, they used the fluorescence signal from a single layer of labeled retinal cells rather than back-scattered light for wavefront sensing. This is a clever solution, but it has the limitations that the signal available for wavefront sensing is reduced by an order of magnitude or more and requires the use of intrinsic or extrinsic fluorophores, which may not be available or feasible depending on the experiment. In the rat eye, we observed similar difficulties with backscattered light but found that the wavefront sensor spots were good enough to correct aberrations with an AO control loop, enabling sub-cellular imaging of ganglion cell axons and dendrites [8] .
The inferior SHWS spot quality in rodent eyes is caused by the fact that the wavefront sensing beacon is reflected from multiple layers of the optically thick retina. This phenomenon is similar to the elongation of wavefront sensor spots from artificial guide stars in astronomy. In that case, elongation is caused by the thickness of the sodium layer in the atmosphere that is illuminated with a ground-based laser to produce the wavefront sensor beacon [14] . In the mouse eye (see Fig. 1 ), the SHWS spots are often elongated radially, with the axis of elongation typically pointing toward the point where the laser beacon enters the pupil of the eye. Figure 1 shows an image of the lenslet array superimposed on the eye's pupil to illustrate this point using only a single line of lenslets. When the light from the beacon is reflected from the retina (shown in red), all the lenslets imaging the illuminated part of retina off-axis with respect to the illuminating beam will produce a radially elongated spot image, with increasing amounts of elongation the further off-axis the lenslet happens to be. If there are two layers that have the brightest back reflections from the retina (shown in blue), as is often the case to a first approximation, a double spot pattern will appear in the raw wavefront image. The spot arising from the more posterior of the two surfaces lies closer to the illumination axis than the spot arising from the more anterior surface. This double spot pattern will be discussed in more detail later. For a lenslet at the edge of the pupil, the amount of elongation of its wavefront sensor spot can be described by an elongation angle  , which can be approximated below in Eq. (1). Here NA is the eye's numerical aperture, z is the largest axial separation between reflecting layers or the retinal thickness, and f is the focal length of the eye.
If there is no magnification factor between the eye's pupil and the pupil plane of the wavefront sensor, then the angle of elongation for the wavefront sensor spot on the edge of the pupil '  is the same as  . If the eye's pupil is magnified to the wavefront sensor pupil, the largest angle of elongation on the wavefront sensor '
where e D is the eye's pupil size and w D is the pupil size of the wavefront sensor. Table 1 summarizes a few example calculations made for the elongation angle of a mouse eye versus a human eye. Equation (1) makes it immediately clear that there are at least two reasons why the wavefront sensor spot quality is so much poorer in the mouse eye than in the human. First, the mouse eye has a larger NA (0.49 for a 2 mm pupil vs. 0.18 for a human 6 mm pupil). Second, it has a larger retinal thickness when expressed relative to the eye's focal length, z/f. It is approximately 9% for the mouse vs. 1.7% for the thickest part of the human retina, and 0.6% for the thinnest part of the human retina. Thus the elongation angle  in the mouse retina is 15 times larger than that of the human extrafoveal retina at its thickest point, and over 40 times larger than that of the human foveal center. using the same parameters in the previous paragraph will be 5 to 14 times larger in the mouse eye than in the human eye. The elongation of the wavefront sensor spots will introduce error into the estimate of the wave aberration to the extent that it displaces the centroid computed for each spot. If the only difference between the light reflected from different retinal layers was a difference in axial position, one might expect that their only effect would be on the defocus term of the wave aberration. However, in our experience, light from each retinal layer can produce its own idiosyncratic light distribution in the pupil. This means that light from a particular layer may have more effect on the centroid in one part of the pupil than another, further complicating the irregularities in the wavefront sensor spots across the pupil, and introducing spurious aberrations in the wavefront sensor estimate that do not exist in the anterior optics of the eye. By capitalizing on a few simple optical principles we can mitigate the influence on wavefront sensing of light backscattered from multiple layers. This way we have measured the wave aberration in the mouse eye over a fully dilated pupil up to 10th order Zernike polynomials and have explored the implications of these aberrations especially for microscopic imaging of the retina in the living eye.
Methods

Subjects
Ten black C57BL/6J wild type mice from 2 months to 5 months of age were used in wave aberration measurement experiments, and the same mice from 7 months to 9 months of age were used in the chromatic aberration study. Mice were housed in standard mouse cages under 12 hour light/dark cycle. All animals were handled according to the Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research and to the guidelines of the University Committee on Animal Resources at the University of Rochester.
The Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor for the mouse eye
A SHWS was constructed for the mouse eye and the schematic layout of the system is shown in Fig. 2 . A single mode fiber-coupled 789 nm superluminescent diode (SLD) with 11.5 nm bandwidth (InPhenix, Livermore, CA USA) was used as the wavefront sensing light source. The SLD's fiber connector was mounted on a translation stage so that the light source could be focused at different planes in the retina. The wavefront sensor consisted of a lenslet array (Adaptive Optics Associates, Cambridge, MA USA) with 18 mm focal length and 325 μm lenslet pitch, and a 1004x1004 pixel CCD camera (Cohu, San Diego, CA USA). Wave aberrations were measured using back scattered light at 10Hz.
The optical path consisted of three pupil planes (a wavefront sensor pupil plane, a plane for inserting trial lenses, and a plane for a resonant scanner) conjugate to the eye's pupil using off axis spherical mirror 4-f telescopes. Defocus and astigmatism could be corrected at the trial lens plane, but for this study it was not used when aberration data were measured. Speckle in the wavefront sensing spot images was reduced by the wide bandwidth SLD and was further reduced by the resonant scanner (Electro-Optical Products Corp, Glendale, NY USA) which line-scanned the retina at 15 kHz [16] . In comparison, the CCD camera exposure time typically used was 5 ms to 50 ms. The scanning angle on the eye's pupil was kept smaller than 0.5 degrees. To monitor the pupil centration and the eye's rotation, the mouse pupil was illuminated with an infrared (IR) light emitting diode (LED) ring and imaged onto a CCD camera (The Imaging Source LLC., Charlotte, NC USA). A simple fundus camera consisting of an LED light source (Thorlabs Inc., Newton, NJ USA) and a CMOS camera (NET USA INC., Highland, IN USA) monitored the retinal location during measurement. 
Experiment design
Mice were anesthetized using a ketamine (~65 mg/kg) and xylazine (~8 mg/kg) cocktail and covered by a heating pad during measurement. Pupils were dilated with one drop of 2.5% phenylephrine (Neo-Synephrine) and one drop of 0.5% tropicamide.
Mice were stabilized on a bitebar stage with two rotational degrees of freedom (Bioptigen, Research Triangle Park, NC USA). The bitebar stage was mounted on a three-axis translation stage to align the center of rotation of the bitebar stage with the exit pupil of the wavefront sensor. The bite bar itself could be translated in two dimensions to align the mouse eye pupil to the center of rotation of the stage. Then the stage could be rotated to measure different retinal locations without misalignment of the pupil.
The pupil camera provided easy alignment and monitoring of the pupil position. The bitebar stage was rotated so that the first Purkinje image from the IR illuminator ring was centered on the eye's pupil. To measure along the optical axis, the optic disk was found with the fundus camera. Wave aberration measurements were usually performed near the optic disk (at 4° temporal unless described otherwise). The cornea was periodically lubricated with saline solution to prevent dehydration. After each saline drop, the excess was carefully removed with a cotton swab, and 10 images were collected. The same procedure was repeated at least 6 times, yielding over 60 images to average for each eye.
Wavefront spot image collection
In the current configuration, a total of 321 lenslets were used to sample a 2 mm pupil, and 44x44 CCD pixels were used for each lenslet. The Shack-Hartmann spot positions obtained with the mouse eye were always referenced to spot positions obtained when the eye was replaced with a point source in the back focal plane of a long focal length (140 mm EFL), high quality achromatic doublet placed where the eye's pupil would have been. The use of this reference allowed the wave aberration measurements of the mouse eye to be unaffected by any aberrations intrinsic to the wavefront sensor. For wavefront sensing in the human eye, especially in commercial instruments, a small diameter illumination beam is typically used to increase the depth of focus, so that the wavefront sensor spots are less susceptible to focus and aberration artifacts on the first pass into the eye [17] . However, in the mouse eye, the increased depth of focus provided by a small diameter beam exacerbates the problem of multiple back reflections from multiple retinal layers. When a narrow beam is used as the illumination beam, we often see two patterns of sharp spots superimposed. The two spot patterns follow a similar radial elongation pattern shown in Fig. 1 . Their separations are largest at the edge of pupil and are superimposed at the point of beam entry. To reduce the depth of focus, we used the largest diameter beacon we could, 2 mm outer diameter which nearly filled the eye's pupil. (The depth of focus is ~3 μm for a diffraction-limited mouse eye with a 2 mm pupil size and 0.49 NA.) To avoid back reflections from the first surface of the cornea and possibly from the posterior surface of the lens, an annular beacon with 0.3 mm inner diameter was used. The beacon was then focused on the retinal layer of interest, and due to the small depth of focus, light from distant unwanted retinal layers was blurred thus reducing its influence on the centroid. The best focus of the beacon could be found in either of two ways: subjectively by translating the beacon while observing the sharpness change of the wavefront spots, or objectively by using an automated metric to find the sharpest spots. In the current study we did this objectively by using a simple sharpness metric [18] . To remove its dependence on the overall spot intensity of the Shack-Hartmann image, we normalized the metric as shown in Eq. (3). This normalized sharpness metric S was computed for the wavefront spot pattern in real time to help find the sharpest spots which corresponded to the best focus position. It calculates the normalized intensity square for all the pixels in the entire Shack-Hartmann spot image, and yields a larger number for an image with a sharper overall spot pattern. 
where x, y are coordinates in the Shack-Hartmann spot image, and I(x,y) is the spot intensity.
Wave aberration data analysis
As mentioned previously, spurious back reflections from multiple layers can make the wavefront sensing spots quite asymmetric for the mouse eye. Therefore, in addition to decreasing the depth of focus, we chose to process the wavefront sensor images in a way that reduced the impact of asymmetries in each spot image on the aberration estimate. For centroiding the wavefront spots, an iterative window size center of mass algorithm was used [19] . To further diminish possible contributions of light from unwanted retinal layers, the final window size was set at 1/4 of the diffraction-limited spot Airy-disk size. This was done because measurements showed that aberration coefficients reach an asymptotic level at window sizes at or smaller than ~1/4 of the airy-disk size. This, along with the observation that the spot profiles appeared symmetric over these small windows, suggests that the influence of other retinal layers was largely eliminated. Additionally, in order to capture the large differences in refractive error of individual mice and different retinal layers within the same mouse, the centroiding algorithm required an additional feature. This was accomplished by roughly centering the initial search window positions on the spots using the estimated amount of defocus, thereby increasing the dynamic range of the wavefront sensor. The wave aberration was expressed as a combination of Zernike polynomials up to and including 10th order according to the ANSI standards [20] . The Zernike coefficients calculated from the 10 images obtained after each saline drop have very low variability, thus these images are averaged before averaging data from image sets acquired after different saline drops. The variability in the wave aberration measurements is indicative of the variation between administrations of saline drops. Wave aberrations measured over a large pupil size were sometimes truncated and renormalized to a smaller pupil size for analysis. Strehl ratios and modulation transfer functions (MTFs) were calculated from the wave aberration data.
Chromatic aberration measurement
One of our goals was to measure the refractive state of the mouse eye, which requires correcting the wave aberration measurements obtained in IR light for the chromatic aberration of the mouse eye. To measure chromatic aberration, the mouse eye's spherical equivalent values were measured through wavefront sensing using four different wavelengths (457 nm, 514 nm, 633 nm, 789 nm). Besides the wavefront sensing SLD that has a central wavelength of 789 nm, an air-cooled Argon laser (CVI Melles Griot, Albuquerque, NM USA) provided two lines at 457 nm and 514 nm. A He-Ne laser (CVI Melles Griot, Albuquerque, NM USA) was used to measure the wavefront at 633 nm. Measurements were performed on the optic disk of 9 mouse eyes over a 2 mm pupil diameter. The focus control of the wavefront sensing beacon mount was adjusted for each wavelength so that the beacon is focused on the layer of interest and the wavefront spots are sharp. For each wavelength and each eye, a minimum of 4 measurements were averaged. To minimize variability of the wavefront over time caused by factors including dissipation of eye drops and slow eye movements, each measurement made with a visible wavelength was paired with an adjacent reference measurement made with 789 nm. No eye drops were applied between the two measurements. The refractive error differences between each visible wavelength and the reference wavelength were recorded and averaged for all eyes.
OCT imaging
A Bioptigen OCT system (Bioptigen, Research Triangle Park, NC USA) was used to collect OCT images in the mouse eye. The light source of the OCT system has a central wavelength of 860 nm and a bandwidth of 130 nm. Mice were anesthetized and dilated the same way as stated in section 2.3. A custom made rigid contact lens (Unicon Corporation, Osaka, Japan) was placed on the eye to maintain corneal hydration. Line scan images were registered and averaged to increase signal to noise using a custom-written algorithm [21] .
Retinal image simulation
To better understand the implications of the mouse wave aberration for the quality of retinal images, we simulated the retinal image quality that could be achieved under ideal incoherent imaging conditions with and without AO correction. Note that this simulation doesn't account for scattering, photon noise and other sources of noise that degrade retinal image quality. The optical transfer function (OTF) of the system can be calculated using typical higher order aberration data measured in a mouse eye. The Fourier transform of the OTF is the point spread function (PSF). By convolving an original image with the PSF, an in vivo retinal image taken under best conditions without using AO was simulated. By convolving the original image with a diffraction-limited PSF, an image with ideal AO correction in the absence of noise was simulated.
Results
Shack-Hartmann image quality
The typical poor quality of mouse Shack-Hartmann wavefront images is illustrated in Fig. 3 [13] . Figure 3(a) shows a 3x3 array of spots taken from a wavefront sensor raw image obtained by using an SLD beacon that filled the whole pupil, without optimizing the focus of the beacon. The spots are large and blurry, demonstrating a cross-section that has a bimodal appearance. An OCT scan of the mouse retina also shows that the strongest back reflections come generally from two components: the inner retina and from the outer retina, with a distinctly less reflective region in between ( Fig. 3(b) ). This is particularly clear in linear plots of the OCT signal vs. depth since the logarithmic representation used ubiquitously in OCT images reduces the large differences in the reflectance of different layers. We use the term outer retina loosely here because we have not undertaken a detailed analysis of which specific layers contribute most to this light. OCT images of mouse published elsewhere tend to suggest major contributions from the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) and choroid [22, 23] . Back reflections from the inner retina have a large variability with retinal location and are not as By optimizing the focus of the wavefront sensing beacon, the spot quality can be improved significantly. Figure 3(c) shows that for the same entry beam diam eter (2 mm), by changing the beacon focus by ~-10 diopters so that the outer retina is in focus, a relatively symmetric single spot pattern can be obtained. An even better and brighter spot pattern was obtained at the optic disk (Fig. 3(d) ), presumably generated by reflection from the central retinal artery that shows up in an OCT image taken on the disk (shown in Fig. 3(e) ) [24] . Source focus was at ~20 diopters for the spots obtained at the disk. Dashed lines in Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(d) are the diffraction-limited spot profile for each lenslet. Figure 3(d) shows that on the optic disk (central retinal artery), where the retina's multilayer reflection is absent, the mouse eye wavefront sensor spots we recorded were very close to diffraction-limited.
Refractive state
Two different refractive states were obtained by analyzing the spot pattern focused on the outer retina vs. the inner retina. The average measured values are shown in Fig. 4 . for two different pupil sizes, a dilated pupil diameter of 2 mm, and a smaller pupil diameter of 0.8 mm. 18 eyes were measured on the optic disk, and the spherical equivalent was consistently hyperopic for all eyes, with a value of + 21.3 ± 1.3 D (mean ± 2 SEM (Standard Error of the Mean)) for a 2 mm pupil, and + 23.2 ± 4.5 D for a 0.8 mm pupil. 20 eyes were measured with the focus at the outer retina, and all the eyes were myopic with the exception of one eye, with an average spherical equivalent of 7.4 ± 1.8 D for a 2 mm pupil, and 11.1 ± 3.7 D for a 0.8 mm pupil. 
Chromatic aberration and its effect on the measured refractive state
Longitudinal chromatic aberration (LCA) measurements were performed on the optic disk (central retinal artery). This was done because contributions of the reflecting layers in the retina may vary with wavelength and therefore we measured LCA where the multilayer reflection properties of the retina are absent. Average LCA over 9 eyes between three visible wavelengths (457, 514 and 633 nm) and reference wavelength 789 nm (refraction at visible wavelengths minus refraction at 789 nm) are plotted as circle data points in In comparison, estimates of the mouse eye LCA using human eye LCA data are also plotted in Fig. 5 (dashed line) . In the human eye, LCA from 400 nm to 900 nm were measured experimentally by Thibos et al. and Fernández et al. [25, 26] . Using approximations of the water-filled reduced schematic eye, the LCA ratio between different animals equals to the ratio of their total eye power [27] . The ratio of total eye power between the mouse eye and the human eye is ~9.6, thus estimates of the mouse eye LCA would be 9.6 times the human LCA. Since the mouse data is measured with regards to 789 nm, the estimate using human data is also shifted laterally so that LCA is 0 at 789 nm. Figure 5 shows that the measured mouse LCA is in good agreement with estimates using human LCA data. 97% of the mouse photoreceptors are rods and their spectral sensitivity peaks at 497-500 nm [28, 29] . Cone photoreceptors are either maximally responsive to UV light (peak sensitivity at 360 nm) or to medium (M)-wavelength light (peak sensitivity at 508 nm) [30] . Compared to the measured refraction at 789 nm, the true refraction would be closer to what would be measured at 514 nm for rods and M cones. The measured average LCA between 514 nm and 789 nm is 7.9 D. Therefore the average refraction at the optic disk for 514 nm would be 13.4 D, and at the outer retina the refractive error would be 15.3 D (for a 2 mm pupil). Chromatic aberration will be even larger between a UV wavelength and 789 nm, thus refraction at the outer retina for UV sensitive cones will be even more myopic. Therefore the mouse eye refraction at the outer retina appears myopic for all the photoreceptor classes.
Wave aberration of the eye
A typical wavefront sensor spot pattern used for measurement is shown in Fig. 6(a) . All images are captured over 2.2 mm pupil sizes and the images are truncated to 2 mm for analysis. Higher order aberration wavefront maps for 6 eyes from 3 mice for a 2 mm pupil size are shown as examples in Fig. 6(b) . The average Zernike coefficients for each mode were calculated in 20 eyes across a 2 mm pupil size using wavefront images focused on the outer retina (Fig. 7) . Even though we found indications of correlation between the Zernike coefficients and wavefront maps of the two eyes, we did not find obvious mirror symmetry [31] . Therefore average data from the left eyes and right eyes are shown separately. Lower and higher order aberrations are shown using different scales. Zernike defocus (single index j = 4 or with a value of 0.09 ± 0.06 μm. In comparison, the diffraction-limited RMS for 789 nm wavelength needs to be <0.06 μm (λ/14) according to the Maréchal criterion. Intersubject variability was high for almost all higher order modes. The total root mean square (RMS) wavefront error ( ± 2 SEM) was 1.28 ± 0.19 μm. The average higher order RMS wavefront errors were 0.38 ± 0.03 μm.
Strehl ratio and higher order aberrations
These wave aberration measurements can be used to estimate the benefit of correcting the mouse aberrations with adaptive optics. The role of higher order aberrations in reducing the retinal image quality of the mouse eye was assessed by computing the Strehl ratio. Figure 8 shows how the Strehl ratio improves when we successively remove Zernike orders from the wave aberration for a 2 mm pupil. Note that Strehl ratios are calculated for a wavelength of 789 nm, and for visible wavelengths the calculated Strehl ratios will be lower than shown in Fig. 8 . Values on the abscissa correspond to the highest Zernike order removed. For the 20 eyes, Zernike orders up to and including 6th order need to be corrected to achieve diffractionlimited imaging (Strehl>0.8) for the 789 nm wavelength. If aberrations are measured using a SHWS and corrected using a deformable mirror, this sets a lower bound for the number of lenslets in the wavefront sensor and the number of actuators in the deformable mirror required to achieve diffraction-limited imaging. The maximum number of Zernike modes that can be reliably reconstructed is approximately the same as the number of lenslets [32] . Since Zernike coefficients up to 6th order correspond to 25 total coefficients without piston, tip and tilt, at least 25 lenslets are needed to recover the important aberrations in the mouse eye. The number of actuators required depends on the type of deformable mirror to be used [32, 33] . 
Pupil size, higher order aberrations and modulation transfer functions (MTF)
To determine aberrations present for a pupil size smaller than 2 mm, wave aberrations measured at 2 mm can be truncated and renormalized. Figure 9 shows how the total higher order RMS increases and how the Strehl ratio decreases as the pupil size increases. Note that again Strehl ratios are calculated for a wavelength of 789 nm. Also note that different pupil sizes may include different number of Zernike coefficients, because as the SHWS image is truncated, the number of SHWS spots available in the images is reduced. For pupil sizes larger than 1.4 mm, the aberration coefficients include up to 10th order Zernikes; for smaller pupil sizes, the number of Zernike orders included is reduced. included in a 0.6 mm pupil, enough to sample the wavefront up to 5th order Zernikes. For a 0.6 mm pupil size, the higher order RMS is smaller than λ/14, which is considered diffractionlimited according to the Maréchal criterion. Aberrations decrease as pupil size decreases, but the effect of diffraction is larger for smaller pupil sizes. In the human eye, this well known trade off results in a pupil size of 2-3 mm providing the optimum lateral resolution [3, 34] . To determine what pupil size will provide the best trade off in the mouse eye, radially-averaged modulation transfer functions (MTFs) were computed using the higher order aberration data in the 20 eyes for different pupil sizes (Fig. 10) . At middle and low frequencies, the MTF is the highest for a 0.8 mm pupil size, where the MTF is close to diffraction-limited. However, larger pupil sizes provide better modulation transfer at the very highest spatial frequencies that only these large pupils can pass at all. 
Comparison between MTF of the human eye and the mouse eye
The average mouse eye MTF was compared with the average MTF computed from higher order aberration measurements obtained in 378 healthy normal human eyes over a 6 mm pupil size [35] . The human higher order aberration data were measured up to and including 5th order Zernike polynomials. To characterize the angular resolution of the eye viewing the world, the MTF was plotted in cycles/degree ( Fig. 11(a) ). The mouse eye has a lower diffraction-limited MTF for angular resolution than the human eye as expected. Based on higher order aberrations, the mouse eye and the human eye MTF drop from the diffractionlimited MTF in a similar way, and the human eye modulation transfer is higher than that of the mouse eye for all frequencies. To characterize the spatial resolution when an investigator is viewing the retina, the MTF was plotted in cycles/mm. This way, eyes with higher NAs have larger diffraction-limited MTFs, and eyes with the same NA share the same diffractionlimited MTFs despite their differing pupil sizes and focal lengths. Figure 11(b) shows that the mouse eye has a better diffraction-limited MTF in cycles/mm than the human eye due to its larger NA. Even with higher order aberrations present, the mouse eye still has a higher modulation transfer for all the spatial frequencies expressed in cycles/mm than the human eye. 
Simulated retinal images
The high spatial resolution in the mouse eye as shown in Fig. 11(b) provides the potential of achieving even higher resolution retinal images than can be obtained in the human eye. To simulate retinal images of fluorescent ganglion cells, a fluorescent ganglion cell from a flatmounted rat retina imaged with confocal microscopy with 1.2 NA is used as the original image [ Fig. 12(a) ]. Note that simulation used aberration data measured with 789 nm wavelength; if imaging is performed using shorter wavelength, image degradation will be worse with aberrations, and the benefit of AO correction will be greater. For imaging without AO, after focus and astigmatism is corrected, Fig. 10 shows that 0.8 mm pupil gives the best MTF for low to middle spatial frequencies. For a 0.8 mm pupil size, the higher order aberration RMS for a typical eye is only 0.07 μm. Figure 12(b) shows the simulated best ganglion cell image obtained without AO over a 0.8 mm pupil. Even though image contrast is reduced, all the ganglion cell bodies and most of the axons and dendrites can be resolved. Figure 12 (c) shows the same cells imaged with ideal AO correction over a 2 mm pupil size with increased contrast. Figure 12 (d)-(f) shows the same simulation for incoherent imaging of rods. The rod image in Fig. 12(d) is a simulated triangularly packed mosaic [36] with a nearest neighbor distance of 1.6 μm (calculated using average rod density [28] ). For the rod image, if imaged without AO using a 0.8 mm pupil (Fig. 12(e) , the spatial frequency corresponding to the average rod spacing is already beyond the cut off frequency of the optics. Here the improvement afforded by AO is critical to resolve individual cells. 
Discussion
Method for measuring the wave aberration
Measuring the wave aberration of the mouse eye with a replica of the method used in the human eye is difficult due to the severely degraded Shack-Hartmann spots [13] . The current study suggests that the origin of the degraded spot pattern lies in the multiple back reflections from the optically thick retina, instead of imperfections such as higher order aberrations present in the mouse eye optics. By carefully controlling the beacon focus, our wavefront sensor spots shown in Fig. 3 (c) and 3(d) provide good quality approaching the diffractionlimit. This wavefront sensor that favors backscattered light from a specific retinal layer improves the wavefront spot image quality and hence aberration measurements in the mouse eye. Another method that may be worth exploring for wavefront sensing in the mouse eye on a particular layer is to utilize coherence [37] . Even though according to Eqs. (1) and (2), the elongation of the wavefront spots in the human eye caused by the retinal thickness is a lot smaller than that in the mouse, it would be interesting to find out if this would affect the wavefront sensing accuracy in the human eye, especially at eccentricities with thicker nerve fiber layer and larger overall thickness. This will probably be a small effect, but it has been observed during AOSLO imaging of the human retina that the wavefront sensor is sometimes confused, locking on the nerve fiber layer instead of on the photoreceptor layer [38] .
Refractive error and the small eye artifact
As one would expect, we measured different refractive errors when the wavefront sensor beacon was focused on different layers and at different retinal eccentricities. The average equivalent sphere values are + 21.9 D hyperopic when the beacon is focused on the optic disk and 7.4 D myopic when focused on the outer retina for 789 nm wavelength. The refraction value on the optic disk (central retinal artery) was further confirmed by the ~20 D of trial lens focus needed on the fundus camera for the disk to be in focus. This is consistent with the so called "small eye artifact" in retinoscopy [39] , in which the true measured refraction is confounded by reflection from a retinal layer different from the photoreceptor layer. The small eye artifact is especially pronounced in eyes where the retinal thickness is large relative to the effective focal length of the eye. It has been calculated that the dioptric difference of the positions from the vitreo-retinal interface (where the retinoscopic reflection is supposed to originate [39] ) to the RPE for the adult C57BL/6 mice is ~39 D [2] . The dioptric difference we measured from the optic disk to the outer retina was 29.2 D and lies within the total optical thickness of the retina. All previous studies provided hyperopic readings for the the mouse eye. However, with the confounding small eye artifact, the true refraction is likely to be less hyperopic than reported [1, 2] . Our measurements indicate that the real refraction for the mouse eye is probably myopic. White light streak retinoscopy studies have found + 13.5 D to over + 15 D of hyperopia [39] [40] [41] . An IR photoretinoscopy study found about + 7 D of hyperopia [2] , and finally the previous Shack-Hartmann study found + 9.7 D of hyperopia [13] .
In the present study, we also observed hyperopic refractions in the case where the beacon was focused on the central retinal artery located on the optic disk. The OCT image in Fig. 3(c) shows that the central retinal artery is highly reflective and lies at a depth that is close to that of the vitreo-retinal interface. In that case, taking into account the measured chromatic aberration of the mouse eye, the average refraction at the disk (central retinal artery) for 514 nm was calculated to be 13.4 D for a 2 mm pupil, or 15.3 D for a 0.8 mm pupil. This value is consistent with retinoscopy results, suggesting that the retinoscopic reflection is probably generated from the vitreo-retinal interface as suggested by Glickstein [39] . Both the IR photoretinoscopy study [2] and the previous SHWS study [13] measured a value between our 21.9 D hyperopia for the inner retina (central retinal artery) and 7.4 D myopia for the outer retina. Our result may be consistent with those results if the signal they measured is a weighted average from different retinal layers.
To estimate the true refraction of the mouse eye, the average refraction at the outer retina was calculated to be quite myopic at 15 D for a wavelength of 514 nm (that is, in which the chromatic aberration has been taken into account). In the mouse, the available evidence seems to suggest that the most reflective layer in the outer retina may lie deeper than the photoreceptor, in the RPE and choroid [22, 23] . If the spot centroid lies on the RPE or choroid instead of the photoreceptor layer, the true refraction would be less than 15 D, but would still be myopic. This is the first study that indicates the mouse eye may be myopic. It would make sense for the animal to be myopic or emmetropic, since for a hyperopic eye, no object vergence will give a sharp image on the retina. With a large depth of field of at least ± 11 D [1] , even with very myopic eyes the mouse should still be able to achieve reasonable focus for far objects.
Our mice were anesthetized and it is not clear how much anesthesia affects measured refraction. It was reported that in one mouse eye, the hyperopic spherical equivalent was reduced by 7 D in the anesthetized eye [13] . However, a recent photorefraction study measured the opposite effect, that ketamine-xylazine anesthesia caused on average 6.9 D of hyperopic refractive shift in 9 mice eyes [42] . Another retinoscopy test of five C57BL/6J mice measured no difference larger than ± 2 D in the same eyes between awake vs. anesthetized state (Marsha L. Kisilak, unpublished data). In any case, a focal shift in the range of 7 D to 7 D to the anesthetized refractive state of 15 D will not render the mouse eye hyperopic.
Chromatic aberration
To our knowledge this is the first in vivo measurement of the mouse eye chromatic aberration. The current in vivo measurement and previous estimations of the mouse eye chromatic aberration are summarized in Table 2 . Remtulla and Hallett developed a homogeneous schematic eye from measuring frozen mouse eye sections [1] . With refractive indices measured at 4 wavelengths and paraxial ray tracing, they estimated a chromatic aberration of 20.2 D (13-20 D) between 488 nm and 655 nm. In contrast, we measured only 7.7 D ± 1.0 D (mean ± 2SEM) chromatic aberration between 457 nm and 633 nm. Except for experimental uncertainties, we are not sure about the origins of the large difference between this schematic eye and our result. Even though schematic eye studies assume a narrow paraxial beam while we experimentally measured the aberrations over a fully dilated pupil, our refraction measurements in a 2 mm and 0.8 mm pupil size (Fig. 4) didn't show much change. The waterfilled reduced schematic mouse eye model gives 8.8 D for the same wavelength range as the current study using total eye power values from Remtulla and Hallet [1, 27] , which agrees very well with our experimental value. If the only significant difference between mouse and rat eyes is a linear scale difference of two times, the mouse eye chromatic aberration should be two times as large as that of the rat eye. Similar to the mouse schematic eye, Chaudhuri et al. had a rat homogeneous model eye measured from enucleated eyes and their estimation for chromatic aberration was 5.8 D between 486 nm and 656 nm [43] . Our measured value (7.7 D) is closer to two times the value from the Chaudhuri et al. rat schematic eye model (11.6 D) than the mouse schematic eye value (20.2 D). There had also been retinoscopy measurements using relatively broad-band red and blue light, and their estimated rat eye LCA was 2.5-3.5 D [44,45]. Our result is consistent with a value that is roughly two times the rat eye retinoscopy results (5.0 D -7.0 D). 
Comparison of measured higher order aberrations and MTF with other studies
The magnitude of higher order aberrations measured in anesthetized mice in this study is smaller than that measured in awake behaving mice by de la Cera et al. [13] . If the measured data in this study is cropped to 1.5 mm pupil size and includes only up to 4th order Zernikes, the average RMS higher order aberration is 0.20 ± 0.05 μm (mean ± standard deviation) compared with 0.32 ± 0.08 μm reported previously [13] . The average spherical aberration measured in this study is negative, but with a large variability, compared to a measured larger positive spherical aberration of 0.15 ± 0.06 μm reported previously. If mice being used are genetically identical, there are several possible explanations for the differences in the magnitude of higher order RMS. Different wavefront spot quality and centroiding algorithms could affect the final measurement. Anesthetized mice may have different aberrations compared with awake mice however awake mice may have better optical quality, as indicated in studies done in mice and cats [13, 46] . The eccentricities at which wave aberrations are being measured can be different. Last but not least, depending on the different contribution to the wavefront spots from various retinal layers, aberrations measured can be different. IR photorefraction in the mouse eye typically show non-uniform intensity distributions with ring-shaped areas in the pupil [47] . This pattern is different from the smooth pupil illumination pattern observed in human eyes using the same technique [48] . It is possible that higher order aberrations contribute to this non-uniform intensity, even though we did not find the mouse eye higher order aberrations to be significantly larger than that of the human eye. As was described in 3.1, the mouse eye SHWS spot intensity on the pupil is non-uniform and contains reflections from multiple layers in the retina, some of which having a specular reflection component. These reflections are also eccentricity dependent, with an especially bright reflection coming from the central retinal artery. We do not know whether these nonuniformities have an impact on other methods of measuring the eye's optics, such as IR photorefraction. Geometrical theory to predict eccentric photorefraction intensity profiles assumes a single retinal layer which diffusely scatters light, with reflection properties independent of eccentricity [49, 50] . It might be possible that the multilayer properties of the mouse retina may also contribute to the non-uniform intensity distribution observed during IR photorefraction. Artal et al. calculated the MTF for a single mouse eye using a double-pass method and found the modulation to be lower than 0.1 for 1 cycle/degree for a 1 mm pupil [10] . Our data gives a modulation of above 0.5 for the same frequency and pupil size for an average of 20 eyes even before defocus and astigmatism are removed, and a modulation of above 0.8 when defocus and astigmatism are removed. Our MTF is significantly higher than that measured using the double-pass method. However, comparisons of double-pass and wavefront sensor MTFs are complicated by the failure of the wavefront sensor to capture scatter, and the possibility that the double-pass method exaggerates the effect of scatter. Following the lower higher order RMS, the calculated MTF in this study is also slightly higher than previous results obtained using Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor [13] .
Optical and neural factors in mouse spatial vision
The visual acuity of the mouse is only 0.5-0.6 cycles/deg [51,52], about a factor of 100 worse than human. The optics of the mouse eye could support substantially higher visual acuity than this. We have found that a pupil size of 0.8 mm provide the best MTF for low and middle spatial frequencies (Fig. 10 ). Figure 13 shows that for a 0.8 mm pupil and 514 nm wavelength, when both lower and higher order aberrations are taken into account, the modulation transfer is ~0.6 for the maximum acuity of 0.6 cycles/deg, indicating that optics is not the limiting factor for mouse vision.
The rod Nyquist limit in the mouse is 9.5 cycles/deg (calculated using average rod density data from Jeon et al. assuming triangular packing [28] ). The visual acuity is, not surprisingly, much lower than that expected from the rod mosaic. Presumably, as in the human, the mouse rod mosaic pools photons over many rods to increase the signal-to-noise ratio at low light levels. However, different from the human eye, mouse eye spatial vision seems to be governed by rods instead of cones. It has been shown that knock-out mice with only rods have normal grating acuity, but mice with only cones have much worse than normal acuity [53] . At the rod Nyquist limit, Fig. 13 shows that when all aberrations are present, the average modulation transfer for an eye with 0.8 mm pupil is at ~0.02. This is a conservative estimate since the defocus values used assumes fixation at infinity. For an object closer to the mouse which it is probably more interested in, the myopic mouse could have a modulation as high as 0.12 (if defocus is excluded from MTF calculations). The MTF is sufficiently reduced at the rod Nyquist limit that there is essentially no risk of aliasing.
The cone Nyquist limit in the mouse is 1.6 cycles/deg (also calculated using density data from Jeon et al. assuming triangular packing [28] ). At 1.6 cycles/deg, Fig. 13 shows that even when all aberrations are present, the average modulation transfer for an eye with 0.8 mm pupil is 0.25. For an object closer to the mouse, the myopic mouse could have a modulation as high as 0.75 for the cone Nyquist limit. Therefore cones undersample the mouse retinal image, unless there are additional major degradations to the image quality not accounted for, such as scattering.
Similarly the ganglion cell Nyquist limit (even if we assume that each cell independently samples the retinal image) is 0.9-1.3 cycles/deg [28, 54, 55] , which undersamples the retinal image even more than the cones do. If only a subset of the total ganglion cell population is used for behavioral acuity, that subset could set the resolution limit for the mouse. Alternatively, additional high frequency loss caused by ganglion cell receptive field size or from more central stages in the mouse visual pathway might account for the poor behavioral acuity of the mouse. Fig. 13 . Average modulation transfer functions for the mouse eye over a 0.8 mm pupil diameter. Note that MTFs are calculated for a wavelength of 514 nm, where rods and M-cones are near their spectral sensitivity peak.. To calculate MTF for a visible wavelength using wave aberration data measured at 789 nm, we assume other than defocus, variations in the other aberration coefficients between visible and IR wavelengths are small [26, 56] . For all 20 eyes, defocus was increased by 7.9 D based on measured average LCA between the two wavelengths and Zernike coefficients for other aberrations remained the same.
In any case, the mouse eye optics is very good with respect to the retinal sampling properties and the behavioral performance of the entire animal. It may be that the optical quality of the mouse eye has evolved to be as good as it is to ensure high contrast at the very low frequencies that the nervous system is sensitive to. This relationship is consistent with observations in vertebrates that the optical quality of the eye tends to outperform the sampling limitations imposed by the retina, especially in animals that live in dim light [57] [58] [59] . One such example is the barn owl, which has almost diffraction-limited optics and an axial length not much smaller than the human eye (17.5 mm), but with a behavioral acuity of only about 4 cycles/degree [60,61].
Optical quality of the mouse eye: visual performance vs. retinal imaging
A comparison of the optical quality of the human and mouse eye depends on whether the basis for the comparison is the organism's visual performance or the experimenter's ability to resolve structure in the retina. For a scene that subtends a certain visual angle, the small mouse eye can only use a very small size retina to sample the scene and thus is at a clear disadvantage. The MTF expressed in cycles per deg in Fig. 11(a) shows that the human optics can support better visual performance than the mouse optics can.
On the other hand, the NA of the dilated mouse eye is approximately two times larger than the dilated human eye, presumably because the increase in light gathering power benefits the nocturnal mouse. From the point of view of retinal imaging, this larger NA makes it theoretically possible to image anatomical structures in the mouse retina that are half the size of the smallest feature that can be resolved in the human eye. When higher order aberrations are taken into account, and for the case of imaging the retina rather than visual performance, the mouse still outperforms the human eye as shown in Fig. 11(b) . This runs counter to the view that mice have large amounts of higher order aberrations and encourages the prospects for resolving cellular structures in the rodent retina even without AO. 
Adaptive optics retinal imaging in the mouse eye
With the remarkably good optical quality of the mouse eye for imaging the retina, it's possible to obtain high quality retinal images even without using AO [62] [63] [64] [65] . However AO can provide additional improvements in both lateral and axial resolution and retinal image contrast. The diffraction-limited in vivo resolution is ~0.7 µm for lateral resolution, and ~6 µm for axial resolution (calculated for 550 nm wavelength and 2 mm pupil size). Apart from providing diffraction-limited imaging, AO can also increase the pupil size that can be used for imaging, correct both lower and higher order aberration at video rates, and increase light collection efficiency for confocal or two-photon imaging. The ability to capture the entire wave aberration in the anesthetized mouse eye over a fully dilated pupil with reflected light is promising for high-speed adaptive correction of mouse retinal images. The amount of higher order aberrations measured over the 0.49 NA (2 mm pupil) mouse eye is similar to what is measured in the normal human eye over a 0.18 NA (6 mm pupil) [66] thus is correctible by AO. An adaptive optics instrument customized for in vivo imaging of the mouse retina with this improved wavefront sensing method is currently under development.
Conclusions
Using a wavefront sensor that favors backscattered light from a specific retinal layer in the mouse eye, we have improved the quality of wavefront sensor spots and thus improved aberration measurements in the mouse eye. Contrary to common belief, we measured the mouse eye to be myopic, and the optical quality of the mouse eye to be remarkably good. An instrument constructed with this improved wavefront sensor technique may provide a faster and more effective correction for the mouse eye aberrations using AO. This instrument can potentially achieve a lateral resolution at least two times higher than that of the human eye, and an axial resolution at least four times higher than that of the human eye. Such an instrument could allow microscopic imaging and monitoring of retinal development, disease progression, or the efficacy of therapy in single animals over time.
